This paper presents a novel way of combining dense stereo and motion analysis for the purpose of mid-level scene segmentation and object tracking. The input is video data that addresses long-range stereo analysis, as typical when recording traffic scenes from a mobile platform. The task is to identify shapes of traffic-relevant objects without aiming at object classification at the considered stage. We analyse disparity dynamics in recorded scenes for solving this task. Statistical shape models are generated over subsequent frames. Shape correspondences are established by using a similarity measure based on set theory. The motion of detected shapes (frame to frame) is compensated by using a dense motion field as produced by a real-time optical flow algorithm. Experimental results show the quality of the proposed method which is fairly simple to implement.
This paper proposes a new technique of mid-level scene segmentation and segment tracking. The key feature of our approach is that both, segmentation and tracking are entirely performed within the disparity data generated by dense stereo algorithms. Our approach has the advantage that DAS tasks are solved before reprojecting disparity values into the 3D world. This eliminates one source of errors, and supports the design of 2D algorithms for segmentation and tracking on disparity maps. The resulting implementation, as outlined below, is of great simplicity.
Disparity-based segmentation is already extensively used for pedestrian detection [7, 27] by identifying back-and foreground areas in an image [27] , before applying intensity-based segmentation.
Ground-manifold approximation [14] and scene-flow computation [20] can be solved in disparity space.
In [11] the problems that occur by tracking 3D data is highlighted and the authors argue on the benefits of performing these task in disparity space. However, they evaluate their proposed method only on synthetic data and do not provide any result image. In [24] segmentation and and tracking is performed in disparity space, but with a different approach.
To the best knowledge of the authors, the proposed method constitutes a novel approach for scene segmentation and tracking in disparity space. Our implementation was evaluated on three real-world traffic sequences of 400 or 250 stereo frames. Segmentation results are also compared with available ground truth.
At this stage we purposely do not consider intensity information from the input images for segmentation. The reason is that we want to highlight the segmentation and tracking quality that is possible by exploiting disparity information only. Of course, future work should incorporate intensity information into the proposed segmentation and tracking process.
The Proposed Method. Figure 1 sketches the workflow of our approach. The input are two stereo pairs at times t and t + 1. A stereo matcher computes for each stereo pair a dense disparity map. (The left image is our reference frame). Each disparity map is segmented according to a three-step segmentation process: First, we post-process the disparity map with a mode-based filter that removes 'noisy disparities' (e.g. in occluded areas, or in irrelevant areas such as the sky). Second, a road or ground manifold is estimated and subtracted from the stereo map. This prevents objects from being connected by similar disparities at road level. Third, the resulting disparity map is segmented by employing a simple region-growing algorithm.
The segmentation process is described in detail in Section 3. Results during the segmentation process are shown in Fig. 1 . Final patches are very similar in shape and location at t and t+1. A human would easily identify corresponding patches in segmentation maps f t and f t+1 . A set-theoretical metric is applied for quantifying correspondences between 2D patches.
The metric encodes the ratio between overlap and total area of both patches, and thus also the similarity in 2D shape. The latter can be assumed because it is reasonable to neglect roll or tilt of objects in vision-based DAS.
We expect invariance of projected 2D object shape between subsequent frames (at least for rigid objects) recorded at 25 Hz or more, but aim at handling (minor) changes in object size due to varying distances to the ego-vehicle, and translational changes in positions due to recording highly dynamic scenes. To compensate for translational changes we calculate a dense motion field using a real-time state-of-the-art optical flow algorithm. Calculated motion vectors are used to shift pixels (of an object) from segmentation map f t into new positions in f t+1 . So far we do not rescale a patch before we apply the metric because different objects cannot occupy the same image region, and a change in size did not appear to be very crucial for identifying corresponding patches.
After correspondence analysis, a temporal filter calculates the size of the current patch. This size is used for rescaling the bounding box. Correspondences between patches define the tracking history.
Outline of the Paper. Section 2 presents the used stereo and motion analysis algorithms with comments about their parametrization. Section 3 explains ground manifold estimation, the mode filter used for stereo post-processing, and the proposed segmentation for one stereo pair into objects (or patches). Section 4 establishes correspondences between patches in subsequent frames using a known shape metric, and describes the proposed tracking mechanism that works on image sequences and uses shape priors. Section 5 summarizes experiments about segmentation and tracking. Section 6 concludes.
Stereo and Motion Analysis
Semi-global Stereo Matching. For generating a dense disparity map D, we follow the original semi-global stereo matching algorithm [9] that minimizes the energy
where C(D) refers to the dissimilarity or data cost and S(D) to the smoothness cost which incorporates a first-order data prior. For the data term we apply the census cost function which calculates the Hamming distance of two binary signature vectors which are assigned to corresponding pixels; see the census transform in [25] . It has been shown [10] that this function is very descriptive and robust, even under strong illumination variations, which is crucial for real-world applications. In our implementation we use a 9 × 3 window as we work on a 32-bit machine and favour a stronger data contribution along the epipolar line.
The semi-global smoothness constraint integrates multiple optimal 1D energies along different accumulation paths using a dynamic programming approach. Since the number of paths is very limited (usually not more than eight paths) it is referred to as semiglobal matching (SGM).
Our implementation uses four accumulation paths (up, down, left, right). Subpixel accuracy is obtained using equiangular interpolation [18] . To enforce uniqueness, two disparity maps are calculated and a left-right consistency check is performed. A disparity passes this test if corresponding disparities do not deviate by more than 0.7 disparity levels. The consistency check is performed to invalidate occluded areas and to remove ill-defined disparity values. Figure 2 shows a calculated disparity map. The colour code runs from "hot" (large disparities) to "cold" (small disparities).
Dense Motion Estimation.
We considered methods published in [4, 26] for dense motion field calculation. Both methods are based on the total variation approach by Horn-Schunck, but instead of minimizing a global energy based on the L 2 norm (as in the original work), they minimize an energy that uses the L 1 norm as data term. Although performance between both methods is rather similar, the numerical schemes of both methods are quite different. While [4] uses a fixed point iteration procedure to solve Lagrange equations, [26] employs a duality-based approach. Both algorithms are suitable for parallel implementation and can achieve real-time performance. The implementation reported in this paper follows [4] . Figure 3 shows a result for this algorithm. The rectangular frame also shows the used colour key. 
Segmentation in Disparity Space
Mode Filtering. [9] proposed to apply a median filter to disparity maps before performing the consistency check. The filter removes disparity outliers and performs edge-preserving local smoothing of disparity values. As a result, more pixels pass the consistency check, thus increasing the denseness of the final disparity map.
However, for the purpose of segmentation, denseness is not the primary goal. On the contrary, enhancing occluded areas or invalidating disparities close to object boundaries helps in the stereo segmentation process. Since occluded areas have a low disparity denseness, a filter that supports the segmentation process should identify this characteristic and invalidate remaining pixels in that area. Additionally, the filter should invalidate image regions where disparity information is rather undefined. Such areas are quite often affected by noise. The enlarged window in Fig. 2 , left, shows disparity values which correspond to the disparity level of the car; they are propagated into the occluded area. The enlarged window on the right shows a noisy disparity region on the road.
Intuitively, we are looking for a filter which generates both, a disparity value that is statistically dominant within a local neighbourhood, and an index that indicates the support or likelihood for this dominant value. If the corresponding disparity value of a neighbourhood is close enough to the identified dominant disparity, and the support is sufficiently high, then the disparity value should remain unchanged. Otherwise it should be discarded.
Computing the mode of a neighbourhood fulfils both needs. The mode identifies one dominant value that corresponds to the highest occurrence of a value in a domain with a fixed number of elements. The ratio of occurrences to the number of elements in the domain serves as index for the support. Since we work on sub-pixel disparity levels we need to count occurrences of disparities within intervals. The centre of the interval that contains the most disparities represents the dominant disparity value η.
Let N p be the pixel neighbourhood of a pixel p. The ordered sequence S of disparity values within this neighbourhood is S = s 0 , s 1 , ..., s n . We define for ξ ≥ 0 and each disparity s i in S a subset
of all disparity values in N p . Assume that the maximum
is for set I m . The centre
of the corresponding interval defines the mode of the neighbourhood N p . The support ν is the ratio of the number of elements in I m to the number of elements within the neighbourhood N p :
Let D p be the disparity value at pixel p in disparity map D. We define our mode filter by the following rule:
This filter has two input parameters. ξ defines the disparity range of considered intervals and ψ defines the percentage how many disparities need to be in the mode interval.
Choosing ψ > 0.5 avoids ambiguous cases when a maximum cardinality is taken by more than just one set I m . Figure 4 shows the result of this filter.
Ground Manifold Removal. It is common practice to approximate the ground manifold by a planar surface. A simple and fast, yet very robust method [14] uses a vdisparity map defined as follows: Let {0, 1, . . . , d max } be the disparity range of an M × N disparity map D in the ij-plane. This 2D array is projected into a 2D v-disparity array V in the dj-plane:
for 0 ≤ d ≤ d max and 1 ≤ j ≤ N , where Ψ (true) = 1 and equals zero otherwise. In [14] , a dominant straight line is detected by Hough transform after binarization of V . We approximate a dominant straight line by linear regression, where those points are iteratively discarded whose residues lie above the convergence threshold. For the initial point cloud, one representative is chosen for each disparity d, namely the second largest 1 j-value to where a value is projected. This line has the property of 'rising from below' towards the scattered points in the v-disparity map and it is 'resting' at a stable position. Disparities close to this ground manifold are removed prior segmentation. The Segmentation Algorithm. After stereo post-processing and ground manifold removal we segment the disparity map into consistent regions called patches: a patch is a 4-connected component such that any two pixels in this region can be connected by a 4-path inside the region such that the disparity difference between two consecutive disparity values is always less than a defined threshold. This segmentation rule is entirely defined in disparity space.
In other words, we decompose the disparity image into smooth stereo patches which can be adjacent but they are separated due to different disparity levels. Advantages of this segmentation method are that it is easy to implement, fast in execution, and results in a unique decomposition.
Correspondence Analysis and Tracking
Let A t = {P 0 , P 1 , ..., P n }, A t+1 = {Q 0 , Q 1 , ..., Q m } be the sets of patches obtained from two consecutive disparity images at times t and t + 1. In the following, symbol P refers always to a patch extracted from frame f t , and Q to a patch from frame f t+1 . We search for corresponding patches such that each P corresponds to one Q at most, and each Q to at most one P . Some P 's or Q's may not have corresponding patches.
Dissimilarity Measure. For measuring the dissimilarity of two patches P and Q, both given as sets of pixels in the same ij-plane, we apply a metric [13] defined by the ratio of the cardinality of the symmetric difference of P and Q to the cardinality of their union:
This metric equals zero if and only if both sets are equal, and equals one if both sets have no pixel (i, j) in common. Two-Frame Correspondences. Because the position of patch P can change from frame f t to frame f t+1 we use the relative motion as obtained by a dense optical flow algorithm (as specified above) to compensate for a translational component. Let (u p , v p ) T be the flow at pixel p. We calculate the mean flow in the region occupied by P in f t as
We shift the pixels in set P by (u P , v P ) T into a new set P . For each P i ∈ A t we identify now the index j such that Γ (P i , Q j ) is minimal for all j = 0, ..., m.
Temporal Tracking. In order to track corresponding stereo patches over multiple frames we apply the two-frame correspondence procedure repeatedly. As for all tracking algorithms, incorporating a-priori knowledge improves the robustness of the tracking results. Therefore, a very simple statistical filter is incorporated into our framework.
The filter stores for each tracked patch its history of τ corresponding patches at previous time slots. For experiments reported below we used τ = 6, thus less than a quarter of a second.
For keeping the history of patches, we shift the positions of pixels in all patches of the history by the mean flow calculated from the current motion map. This means that the τ -th patch is shifted τ times when keeping track of the history. To incorporate the prior knowledge of the history, a weight ω t is assigned to each pixel of all patches based on the time instance t when it was added. The weights are then accumulated at each pixel location of the image domain over all patches of the current history. Thus we generate a new patch that represents the accumulated 'knowledge' of its history, and we use actually this generated patch for the two-frame correspondence.
Two-frame correspondence is now based on all pixels inside the M × N image domain where we have that ω Σ > 0.5 for the accumulated weight. Naturally, weights should decrease as t decreases, such that pixels from more recently added patches yield a higher contribution. For the six pixel sets in a history we use the weights (0.1, 0.1, 0.15, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3).
If there are patches Q ∈ A t+1 after the two-frame correspondence procedure that were not matched, then they are added as potentially new patches for the next time instance If these patches are matched in the next time instance then they are confirmed as being a new patch, otherwise they are discarded. A confirmed patch is considered to be identified if it is tracked at least over three frames. Its occupied area is defined by the accumulated weights from the history. If a patch is lost for more than τ frames then it is removed from the tracked object list.
Experiments and Results
We show that segmentation and tracking in the disparity domain is of adequate quality to support common DAS tasks. A comparison with other segmentation and tracking methods needs to be left to a future paper.
Used Data for Evaluation. We have chosen three image sequences from a public benchmark site [5] that provides experimental data for traffic-related applications. The first two sequences (from Set 4, see [12] ) are called cyclist and motorway and consists of 400 frames each, the name of the third sequence (from Set 1, see [19] ) is intern on bike and it has 250 frames. We run the proposed approach on those sequences and perform a visual evaluation. We are especially interested in stability of the segmentation and over how many frames an object is tracked. We focus our brief discussion on objects that are relevant for a traffic situation.
Segmentation Experiment. In [3] a method for segmentation and tracking of independently moving objects (IMO) is presented. The segmentation is based on evaluating probabilities at pixels whether they are in motion in real world coordinates or static, based on using scene flow and ego-motion information. Although this approach is not comparable to the approach presented here, we use the ground truth image provided by [3] (publicly available in Set 7 of [5] ) as indication for the quality of the segmentation part of our algorithm. After incorporating ego-motion analysis into our framework (at a later stage), segmented objects can be labelled 'static' or 'in motion', as in a scene flow approach. Results and Discussion. Figure 6 shows resulting stereo maps of two traffic scenes provided by the study [3] as generated by our SGM implementation with subsequent mode filtering and ground manifold removal. On the right of both maps, contours are shown that correspond to moving objects within the scene. Contours on the top are colourcoded ground truth segmentations. Below are results obtained with our segmentation procedure. Black pixels are caused by invalid disparities. The results indicate in general that prominent objects are segmented within reasonable DAS quality limits.
In the scene shown on the left of Fig. 6 , the umbrella of the baby buggy is segmented as an individual object in our method. The reason is that fine structures like these are rarely reconstructed by stereo algorithms which results in disconnected smaller segments. A motion based segmentation is here of benefit, because umbrella and baby buggy should show a similar motion pattern.
In the scene shown on the right of Fig. 6 , the two cars which are close to the egovehicle are clearly segmented. The two cars further away, however, are connected due to disparity noise. Again, a motion based approach should in theory cope with this situation by identifying different motion patterns. However, the immediately relevant objects closer to the ego-vehicle are segmented with very high accuracy. Figure 7 shows Frame 141 from the intern on bike sequence, Frames 60 from the cyclist sequence, and Frame 20 from the motorway sequence. Bounding boxes enclose all pixels belonging to the tracked patches. The number in the top right corner indicates a mean estimate of the distance between ego-vehicle and object (in metres in the 3D world). Each object obtains an ID and a unique colour for its bounding box. If a tracked object is discarded and later picked up again, the colour will differ. For better visibility, we removed a few tracked objects in the visualization of results, but not in the tracking algorithm (e.g. all objects higher than 6 m and in cases of the cyclist sequence, everything left of the cyclist).
Reliable detection is possible up to 100 m when objects are in clear sight, meaning objects are lost only after a distance of 100 m or more, and are picked up by the tracking module before coming close to the 100 m mark. This range depends on camera parameters (e.g. baseline, focal length).
In the cyclist sequence we track cyclist, car, the van in the background, and the approaching truck robustly during the whole sequence. The truck is picked up at a distance of 137 m, and the van is lost at a distance of 130 m. The car is lost after 80 m, but this is mainly due because it vanishes at a corner behind a tree.
In the intern on bike sequence the program picked up all relevant objects until they disappear from the video. The bike is picked up at a distance of 89 m, the first approaching car at 121 m and the second approaching car at 95 m. In the motorway sequence all the numerous objects are tracked with a good robustness.
Conclusions
The main contribution of our work is to propose a concept and an implementation for solely disparity-based segmentation and tracking. Further contributions are the proposal of a mode filter for stereo post-processing which we found is crucial for an efficient flood flow segmentation algorithm. Or the application of a metric for set correspondences in the DAS context.
Methods and filters designed for 3D data analysis (see upper row in Fig. 1 ) could be applied to our method. Subsequent processing steps after disparity re-projection, such as 3D shape models or particle filters, will help to increase reliability. Another way of interpretation is, of course, that our presented approach can be considered as additional source of information for standard DAS methods.
Our results indicate the possibility of reliable segmentation and tracking in the disparity domain. It is difficult to compare our results with those provided by other methods, and more ground-truth data such as Set 7 on [5] would help.
Issues with our proposed segmentation approach: First, segmented objects may, depending on the stereo map, be connected in one frame and disconnected in the next; there is a need to generate a filter that resolves this behaviour based on prior knowledge. Second, small objects close to larger objects may not be segmented into independent objects because of insufficient disparity dynamics. Note that this applies in 3D data processing in general: Only if objects are moving then motion-based segmentation is able to identify different objects.
For the next stage we consider to include standard temporal filters to improve the stability and robustness such that more challenging traffic scenarios can also be processed with the same quality as for the sequences used in this paper.
